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SUMMARY
The Thousand Huts Campaign was launched June 2011 in response to a growing demand
from a wide range of people, both urban and rural, to revitalise the culture of hutting in
Scotland - the building, inhabiting and enjoyment of simple shelters for recreation and
pleasure.
In many European countries such as Germany, Finland, Norway and France, hutting is
well-established as a way of life. It is the norm for many urban people to head to the
countryside for the weekend to their hytte or dacha. Scotland, by contrast has a very
modest historic tradition of hutting which is predominantly associated with a working class
movement that developed early in the 20th century when small holiday huts began to be
built on land close to Scotlandʼs main industrial cities. The best known of these sites is at
Carbeth in Stirlingshire which came to widespread attention in 1999 as a result of a
dispute between the hutters and their landlord. This led to an early petition to the
Parliament (PE014), to debates in the Scottish Parliament and a research report, Huts and
Hutters in Scotland, by the Scottish Executive Central Research Unit. The Carbeth hutters
are now raising money to buy the land on which their huts sit.
There is growing enthusiasm and support for hutting in Scotland and the Thousand Huts
Campaign is working to create the necessary framework and advice for this to take place.
In order to expand hutting in Scotland there are a number of things that need to be done.
Important among these is the creation of a planning and development regime for huts that
provides a straightforward means by which huts can be constructed within the law. This
paper argues the case for the following to happen.
• Support from the Scottish Government for the desirability of expanding hutting.
• A definition of a hut as a small simple structure designed for recreational occupation.
• A simple process for obtaining consent to construct huts.
• A clear and unambiguous set of Building Standards designed for simple structures.
• Clear Policy Guidance for Planning Authorities in developing local planning policy.
• Development of a strong ethos of responsible hutting development by hutters through a
Federation of Scottish Hutters.
Reforesting Scotland looks for ward to working with the Scottish Government and local
authorities to develop this exciting initiative.
Reforesting Scotland
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INTRODUCTION
The Thousand Huts Campaign was launched in response to a growing demand from a
wide range of people, both urban and rural, to be able to more fully inhabit, manage and
enjoy the Scottish countryside through the expansion of hutting - the development of
simple structures designed for temporary recreational occupation.
There has been virtually no political or policy focus on hutting aside from a brief period in
the early years of the first session of the Scottish Parliament when the evictions at Carbeth
forced the Scottish Parliament to take note of the inadequate legal arrangements
surrounding tenure for hutters.1 This led to no action.
This rather negative episode is now history and Carbeth is on the way to buying the land
on which their huts sit. Meanwhile there has developed a growing positive interest in the
expansion of hutting to allow many more people to enjoy the outdoors.
Specifically, the acquisition and establishment of woodland by individuals and community
groups has given impetus to the desire for hutting and huts which integrate particularly well
with continuous cover woodland management, with the making of woodland produce and
with the relative privacy, shelter and creative potential afforded by woodland environments.
The Campaign has gained rapid and widespread support from differing segments of the
population and seeks to create a platform for informed debate around the potential
benefits that hutting can bring to both individual lives and communities as well as to the
sometimes impoverished natural environment of Scotland and to the rural economy. This
document sets out what might define hutting in a specifically Scottish context and the case
for developing hutting. It concludes by suggesting changes that may need to be made in
legislation (both Planning and Building Standards) to legitimise and promote a hutting
culture.

BACKGROUND
Although parts of Scotland have a rich bothy and/or shieling cultural history and a small
handful of hutting colonies remain, there has been no activity of any significance since the
1950s. This lack of informal accommodation in the Scottish countryside contrasts markedly
with with other European countries. Norway has the hytta, Sweden the sommerhus,
Finland the mökki, Russia the Dacha, and Germany the Schrebergarten.
In Norway, for example, hut or “hytte” culture is particularly highly developed and it is
instructive to examine its characteristics in the context of promoting something similar in
Scotland.2 Huts in Norway (and there are over 400,000 of them or 1 to every 10 people)
may be used by owner occupiers for anything between once or twice a year to every day
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Petition PE014 by Chris Ballance was submitted to the Scottish Parliament by the Carbeth Huttersʼ
Association. It led to a report by the Justice and Home Affairs Committee in 2000 which recommended the
introduction of an independent system of rent control and arbitration and new legal measures to give hutters
greater security of tenure. This was followed by a research paper, “Huts and Hutters in Scotland” by the
Scottish Executive and a consultation (see Agenda Item 5) on proposals to introduce legislation to improve
protections. The progress of the petition which led to no legislative action can be seen on the PE014 page.
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There is even a magazine devoted to the hytte http://www.hyttemag.no
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or every weekend. In addition there are tens of thousands of hytte specifically for holiday
rental.
These are generally in organised groups of widely varying numbers and sizes, some like
small houses with all facilities, others depending on communal washing facilities. Whether
owner occupied or rented, they are viewed as an almost essential place of relaxation and
point of heightened contact with the natural environment. They are nearly always
constructed out of timber and may be as small as 15 square metres, often with sleeping
accommodation in a loft. Many have been passed down from generation to generation.
While some have been completely refurbished or built from scratch in contemporary times.

WHY HUTTING IN SCOTLAND?
A hut in a Scottish context can be defined as “a small and simple building providing
informal accommodation in a rural location”. Its function is to enable individuals, families
and groups to relax and enjoy the countryside away from the stresses of modern living and
work.
Reforesting Scotland is already working with existing hutters to establish a Federation of
Scottish Hutters. It is envisaged that this user group will play an important role in
supporting the responsible development of hutting.
Hutting involves a mode of living which, by contrast to conventional urban living is simpler,
closer to nature, smaller in scale and which utilises less energy, space and materials. An
expansion of hutting would fit with a number of key Scottish Government policies.
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Health
The development of a hutting culture fits well with SG health strategies offering exactly the
ingredients prescribed for a more healthy lifestyle - a combination of physical activity and
relaxation in a beautiful environment.

"
"

“...developing sustainable places that provide practical, safe and

pleasant opportunities to significantly increase walking and cycling trips
both for leisure and transport purposes...”
Better Health, Better Care: Action Plan Scottish Government 2007

!
“...interventions that enhance the built environment can impact on large
sections of the population. There is good recent evidence linking
environments to physical activity. The review group therefore believes that
creation and provision of environments that encourage and support physical
activity offers the greatest potential to get the nation active...”
Five Year Review of “Lets make Scotland more active” - a strategy for physical activity
Scottish Government 2009

Tourism
The Scottish Governmentʼs Economic Strategy (2011) identifies “Sustainable Tourism” as
one of seven Growth Sectors in the Scottish economy and the quality of the natural
environment is recognised as being one of the key ingredients its success. The Norwegian
model of rentable huts of varying sizes within groups is well established and demonstrates
how successfully hutting integrates with the appreciation of the natural environment and
how many people would prefer to enjoy their travel based in this type of low impact, selfcatering accommodation.

Rural Development
A large industry exists around the globe in manufacturing timber cabins, huts and other
small pre-fabricated buildings. Currently large numbers are imported from eastern Europe,
Canada and Scandinavia yet they could easily be manufactured in Scotland. Furthermore
they could readily use a wide variety of home-grown timbers simultaneously supporting
both specialist timber craftsmen, manufacturers, builders, designers and the forestry
sector.

Land Use
The Scottish Governmentʼs Land Use Strategy includes three objectives of which the third
is most relevant to hutting.

!
“Urban and rural communities better connected to the land, with more
people enjoying the land and positively influencing land use.”
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NEXT STEPS
This brief report is designed to introduce the arguments for an expansion of hutting in
Scotland and to begin a discussion on how the planning regime (law and/or policy) and
building regulations might be adapted so as to enable individuals and groups of people
who would like to begin a hutting project to do so in a way that is legal and straightforward.
In particular, we would like to see a framework which has the following characteristics.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It is simple to understand
It is straightforward and easy to use
It is fit for purpose - allowing the development of simple structures for informal use
It provides a basic set of minimum requirements but remains flexible
It responds to the informality inherent in hutting
It can be readily adopted within existing local authority planning policy
It can be introduced with minimum effort and cost

The final section of this report on the next page provides a summary of the kind of
changes that might deliver the above objectives. Annex I (separate document) provides a
more detailed technical discussion.

CONCLUSION
Hutting has the potential to provide significant benefits to urban and rural communities
including many of the most disadvantaged groups in society by providing a renewed
culture of healthy, rewarding and meaningful experience of simple living in Scotlandʼs
countryside. Reforesting Scotland looks forward to working with the Scottish Government
and others to take these ideas forward and deliver the means to achieve these goals.
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PLANNING AND BUILDING STANDARDS
Some thoughts on how planning law, planning policy and building standards might be
amended to secure a straightforward regime for hutting is outlined in the following table.
These technical issues are explored in greater depth in Annex I (separate document).

PLANNING OPTIONS
1) Introduce a sub-class within class 9 “dwellings” for 9A “Huts, sheds, cabins, pods,
bothies and micro-houses with sleeping accommodation but not performing as a main
residence for any one person or family and with a total internal ground floor area not
exceeding 50 square metres”
2) Add to the above (perhaps) a requirement for energy and services autonomy possibly
with reference to One Planet (OP) criteria. This would then involve developing these
criteria for Scotland so relatively involved process.
3) The Permitted Development Order (PDO) route - add exemption within PDO for new
category of building defined as at 1 above. This would be a relatively straightforward
approach as long as integrated with similar exemption in Building Standards.
4) All/any of above options need to be backed up by support in general terms expressed in
a new paragraph within Scottish Planning Policy (SPP)
5) All/any of above options need to be backed up by development of new Supplementary
Planning Guidance (SPGʼs) by individual Local Authorities. This gives scope for some bioregional sensitivity.
BUILDING STANDARDS OPTIONS
1) Introduce a new category within the Domestic Standards defined with reference to
planning legislation above i.e. sub-class 9A “Huts, sheds, cabins, pods, bothies and microhouses with sleeping accommodation but not performing as a main residence for any one
person or family and with a total internal ground floor area not exceeding 50 square
metres” . Exempt the new sub-class altogether from some sections of the Standards (e.g.
sections 3,4 and 5) or introduce new clauses throughout for the sub-class (quite a
complex process).
2) The PDO route - extend the exemptions to Schedule 1 of Regulation 3 - Exemptions to
the Building (Scotland) Regulations Act 2004. No. 8 to give the new category “Huts,
sheds, cabins, pods, bothies and micro-houses with sleeping accommodation but not
performing as a main residence for any one person or family and with a total internal
ground floor area not exceeding 50 square metres”. Cross reference to new sub-class 9A
in planning legislation and/or to a new exempted category under PDO.
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